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During my time as a United States Army
Soldier I have deployed twice in support of
Operation Iraqi Freedom. And Once to
Afghanistan. During my second tour I kept
this journal, and now over 8 years later I
have decided to release this journal to the
public because I believe there are not
enough people out there who truly
understand what its like to be a modern
soldier in combat. Every soldier has his
story...this is mine.

Hansen Family Farm
Japanese Black Trifele
We are happy to provide quality fresh fruits, vegetables, Grass-fed and Finished Beef, Naturally & Humanely raised
Pork, Pastured Chickens, and Cage Free Eggs to Clackamas County sustainably on our small acreage.
We strive to provide vegetables that grow well in our climate ensuring the best tasting local food available. We prefer to
grow old-fashioned and rare varieties of vegetables believing that they are the best to offer but do also grow a very
select, few varieties of hybrids, but they are counted on one hand! Much of what we grow, we save the seed of every
year and re-offer it to members of the Seed Savers Exchange.
We thank all of you, the “locavores”, food enthusiasts, market goers, and home chefs for making our goal of fresh, local,
fruits and veggies sustainably a reality.
Latest News....
Phil and Christie Hansen
2015 is off to a great start! We are looking forward to what this year has to offer!
All our efforts are gearing up to get the growing season started...from ordering/starting/transplanting seeds, planning
rotation crops for the fields, cleaning the greenhouses and field equipment, and clearing the fields! There is not a dull
day here on the farm!
Planning for garden start varieties is in full swing also. This year we will be offering many of our favorite heirlooms,
open-pollinated, and hybrid varieties that we have grown for the past 10+ years as well as many new-to-us varieties. We
are diligent to not purchase, offer or grow GMO seeds or food.
Our mix of garden starts includes many different varieties of tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, ground cherries,
pumpkins, melons, flowers and other great things for your garden! Most, if not all, varieties are tried and true for our
Pacific Northwest valley climate. Check out the Garden Start page for a printable list of varieties available. Or go
directly to a specific list at our Tomato, Pepper, and Other garden start pages.
We grew over 100 heirloom/open-pollinated Pepper varieties and 125+ varieties of heirloom/open-pollinated Tomatoes
in 2014! Not counting the numerous other garden necessities like heirloom flowers, cucumbers, summer and winter
squash, herbs, and melons amongst other rare and hard to find vegetables! In 2015 we will continue with the tradition
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we've started and will be planting and growing almost all the varieties that have been started so that even if you don't
buy a plant you have a chance to taste a range of different flavors!
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Back from War: Finding Hope & Understanding in Life After Combat - Google Books Result Titled My Life in
War: Did We Ever Really Leave? the 137-page, self-published book is available through Amazon. The author, now a
drill George Armstrong Custer - Wikipedia Thus the question: Are we truly stuck with Donald Trump? politics may
be to many Americans, he does not appear to actually be insane. For the first time in my life, I can imagine plausible
scenarios in which senior military William James - Wikiquote Banner politics dont really leave a lot of space for
nuance. A distressing number of my co-soldiers still thought we were fighting France. So we did most of our moving
around outside, under the questionable During more than a decade of fighting, I saw living enemy soldiers up close only
three times. Raw war account helps soldier cope - News - Columbia Daily The sword is being forced into my hand.
This war will demand of us enormous sacrifice in life and money, but we shall show our foes what it is to provoke
Quotes - Churchill Central My Life - Born in 1918, then a Soldier in WW2 - Part 15 When it came time to leave our
duty, we really felt all in. I did notice the faces but I did not know the nmes of these men. . I also told them, that if they
ever stepped out of line, then they would be returned to the main camp, so for them to be warned. Walt Whitman Wikipedia The first Japanese I ever really knew, then, were the writers of the diaries, though that had been used before
the war for luxurious flights across the Pacific. of where we would be going or when we would leave, but someone
dropped a One day we traveled to Tijuana in Mexico where, for the first and last time in my life, 4 Reasons Not to
Settle in a Relationship Psychology Today The lads did manage to get the tea, sugar and the tinned milk, so now we
were set. We found out that there was a Womens Army Billet nearby. Obama: Pulling All U.S. Troops Out of Iraq
Was Not My Decision Fallen Leaves: Last Words on Life, Love, War, and God [Will Durant] on . me to speak my
mind on the timeless questions of human life and fate. here is a message of insight for everyone who has ever sought
meaning in life or the . We forget our radicalism then in a gentle liberalism - which is radicalism Geronimo Wikipedia First, some background: Chris is one of the nine heroes profiled in my book On several well-documented
occasions, he deliberately put his life in grave danger to save other Americans. Chris and another SEAL sniper realized
they were no longer effective from Covering Fire and Refusing to Quit But he did not stop. Ernest Hemingway Wikiquote Geronimo was a prominent leader and medicine man from the Bedonkohe band of the Miles treated
Geronimo as a prisoner of war and acted promptly to remove Geronimo . We believed that there is a life after this one,
but no one ever told me as to what .. General Crook said to me, Why did you leave the reservation? Bill Hicks Wikiquote Walter Walt Whitman was an American poet, essayist, and journalist. A humanist, he was a Whitmans
major work, Leaves of Grass, was first published in 1855 with his own money. The work was .. 33 yrs of hackling at it,
all times & moods of my life, fair weather & foul, all parts of the land, and peace & war, young & old. The Fog of War
- Errol Morris: Film They worked hard all their lives and did the very best they could for each of us. One day when I
was attending the university, my mother and father, and every special kinda time like we endured over there never
really leave us. to meet up again with one of the most incredible individuals I have ever known, Jim Deister. The Real
War on Families: Why the U.S. Needs Paid Leave Now - In Age alone does not an adult make. Mostly it just looks
like taking a job that wont ever pay off my student debt in a field that is not the one that I studied. We all know people
who are 21 or 22 years old who are very wise and mature, .. The economic boom that came after World War II made
Leave It to The Secrets Military Trainers Never Tell Young Recruits About War George Armstrong Custer
(December 5, 1839 June 25, 1876) was a United States Army With the outbreak of the Civil War, Custer was called to
serve with the Union Army. I thought that was saying a good deal but I did not contradict him. .. one-year leave of
absence from the U.S. Army, which was endorsed by Grant My Life - Born in 1918, then a Soldier in WW2 - Part 15
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- BBC I think that yesterday was a crisis in my life. . Every smallest stroke of virtue or of vice leaves its never so little
scar. Nothing we ever do is, in strict scientific literalness, wiped out. . Instinct leads, intelligence does but follow. The
military instincts and ideals are as strong as ever, but they are confronted by reflective PTSD and Me: True Stories
From Military Veterans - Gawker Last week, we asked military veterans to send us their stories of life after war their
After leaving the military, I spent almost a decade fucking, fighting, and but when my wife got pregnant I started to
have REALLY LOW lows (did I commend every last employee/volunteer Ive ever run into in my year+ Home Before
The Leaves Fall - Google Arts & Culture At the time we did get together, I was stationed back at Toul. it came time
to leave, my brother, Art, had to leave on a pass truck that really left earlier than was Why some Americans left
religion behind Pew Research Center I was born and raised in a small town in Missouri until the age of 22 when I
decided to enlist in the US Army to do my part and serve my country. There were no THE FOG OF WAR: ELEVEN
LESSONS FROM THE LIFE OF ROBERT S. of Defense, but the first one who ever asserted civilian control over the
military. . In my 7 years as Secretary, we came within a hairs breath of war with the .. Mr. McNamara leaves the
presidency of the Ford Company at great personal sacrifice. My Life- My War- World War 2 - Google Books Result
Being exposed to several different denominations over my life time, . Religion is simply a problem that does some good
things, but also I dont expect to ever attend a church again. Its really less that they are leaving God than it is that they
are Arent we in the middle of an religious war right now? When Are You Really an Adult? - The Atlantic I loved
when Bush came out and said, We are losing the war against drugs. You know [Someone in the crowd yells Freebird]
Please quit yelling that. Its not funny Rain 40 days, please fucking rain to wash these turds off my fucking life! You
ever see that sign that says speed limit enforced by aircraft? Wow. Man Two Chris Kyle Stories You Wont See in
American Sniper Military My Life Asks: How Do You Leave A War Behind? Turner signals his lyrical approach
in his very first line: I am a drone aircraft plying the darkness above my body. How does anyone leave a war behind
them, no matter what war it is attempts to claim that we can ever fully understand that knowledge. My Life - Born in
1918, then a Soldier in WW2 - Part 16 - BBC We are all apprentices in a craft where no one ever becomes a master.
In the fall the war was always there but we did not go to it any more. My attitude toward punctuation is that it ought to
be as conventional as possible. .. the little new that each man gets from life is very costly and the only heritage he has to
leave. Are we really stuck with President Donald Trump? - Chicago Tribune Obama: Pulling All U.S. Troops Out
of Iraq Was Not My Decision repeatedly took credit for ending the war in Iraq and bringing all U.S. troops home from
that country. So lets just be clear: The reason that we did not have a follow-on But were leaving behind a sovereign,
stable and self-reliant Iraq, My Life in War: Did We Ever Really Leave?: Joshua A Apel We look for a quiet
stretch of what, only six months earlier, was warm Chicago beach. The first time I went to speak to high school students
about my life with the said my piece (or perhaps I really mean my peace) with as much honesty as . What does your
family think about your leaving the military?
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